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(Book). Now it can be told! The true, behind-the-scenes story of Casablanca Records, from an
eyewitness to the excess and insanity. Casablanca was not a product of the 1970s, it was the
1970s. From 1974 to 1980, the landscape of American culture was a banquet of hedonism and
self-indulgence, and no person or company in that era was more emblematic of the times than
Casablanca Records and its magnetic founder, Neil Bogart. From his daring first signing of
KISS, through the discovery and superstardom of Donna Summer, the Village People, and funk
master George Clinton and his circus of freaks, Parliament Funkadelic, to the descent into the
manic world of disco, this book charts Bogart's meteoric success and eventual collapse under
the weight of uncontrolled ego and hype. It is a compelling tale of ambition, greed, excess, and
some of the era's biggest music acts.
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Of Your LifeTo Neil Bogart, my mentor, friend, and second cousin(once removed, whatever that
means)—a true creative force in the entertainment industry,whose energy and gutsy approach
to everythingfrom music and film to philanthropymade the world a better place.While, like the
rest of us, he wasn’t perfect,he certainly made his markon the lives of countless
millions.PrefaceA long time ago, I met a man who was painting a building. It was a small
building, and he asked me to help him paint it, so I did. As we were painting, people would walk
by. A few of them looked a bit crazy, just like us, so we asked them to help, and they did.And then
the building started growing. The more we painted, the more the place grew. The more it grew,
the more crazy people showed up to help us paint it.The building was becoming a palace, but it
wasn’t necessarily a “nice” palace. Soon, it was filled with things you wanted so desperately you
could taste them. Things that you got and ended up wishing you didn’t have. Money. Cocaine.
Weed. Booze. Sex and mountains of Quaaludes. Success and excess at every level. And, worst
of all, the promise of more. Within five years, the palace took up an entire city block, and the sign
out front read “Casablanca Records.”My boss, my cousin, my mentor—a complete fucking
genius named Neil Bogart—was the guy who started us all painting. “Painting the building” was
his mantra, his way of saying that if you looked successful, you were successful. Perception was
reality. He was right.But the story of Casablanca was about more than just Neil. It was about the
1970s. I take that back—it wasn’t about the 1970s, it was the 1970s. It was the story of the music
industry in the go-for-broke Me Decade. In those five years, we built our beloved Casablanca
from a four-person, one-act outfit into a corporation with 175 employees, more than 140 artists,



and an Academy Award–winning motion picture division.I was along for the ride, sometimes
serving as the train’s engineer, but for the most part, I was the one in charge of stoking the fire
and clearing the tracks so that the unstoppable steam engine called Casablanca could keep
chugging up the hill. We all believed in that bedtime story about the little engine, and, no matter
the odds, we always knew we could, we knew we could, we knew we could...Larry HarrisJuly
2009Prologue“Even in the bacchanal of 1970s Los Angeles, the drugand promotional excesses
of Casablanca Records stoodout. In a period when cocaine use was probably at itspeak in the
music business, Casablanca set the pace ...”—Encyclopedia BritannicaJuly 21,1978Casablanca
Record & FilmWorks Headquarters8255 Sunset BoulevardLos Angeles, California“You stupid
fucking idiot!”I was pissed. I was so pissed I was shaking. I was on the phone with Bill Wardlow,
the head of Billboard magazine’s chart department, holder of one of the most powerful positions
in the music business. I had just called him a stupid fucking idiot. And I wasn’t even close to
being done.“You can’t do that! We had an agreement! I don’t care if their record is selling better
than ours—that has nothing to do with it! Give them No. 1 next week. We discussed this
yesterday, and you told me we would have No. 1! You have to change it back. I already told Neil
that we would be No. 1.”I wasn’t just pissed, I was scared. I had promised to deliver Billboard’s
No. 1 album in the country to Casablanca, and now a done deal had been yanked from me—
from us—at the eleventh hour.I was intimately familiar with all the steps that had to be taken to
get the top album in the country, and screaming at the head of Billboard’s chart department was
way, way down the list. Yet it was a step I was taking. I knew that they weren’t going to let out the
chart information for another two hours. They could still change it. I wasn’t going to stop
screaming until they went to press.“I couldn’t care less if Al Coury already knows about the
numbers! Did he pay you off in cash? I helped you out where no one else could, and this is how
you pay me back? You are a complete asshole to put me in this position!”People were beginning
to congregate outside my office to watch the meltdown. Neil Bogart walked in through our
adjoining office door, clearly surprised at my outburst, and attempted to talk me off the ledge. No
one had ever heard me yell with such venom and hatred. And they certainly had never heard me
yell at Bill Wardlow.Bill had promised me that our three-disc soundtrack LP for Thank God It’s
Friday would be No. 1. Now he was reneging and giving the top slot to Saturday Night Fever. In
truth, Saturday Night Fever deserved it. It was outselling us ten to one—easily—and I knew it.
RSO, the label that had released Saturday Night Fever, shared a distributor with Casablanca,
and I had access to their sales figures. The movie was doing much bigger box office than ours,
too, but I didn’t care. Not only did I want to end Saturday Night’s impressive twenty-plus-week
run at No. 1, but I also wanted the image enhancement that went along with being No. 1 and the
increased sales for our picture and album.For the past two years, I had had control over the
Billboard charts and was able to significantly affect the positions of our records to help establish
a perception that our company, Casablanca Records, and our artists—among them, KISS,
Donna Summer, the Village People, and Parliament—were the hottest in the music industry. I
was not going to accept a broken promise. This guy had screwed with the charts for years and



years, and now he was screwing with me.Casablanca was our child. We gave birth to it, we
nurtured it, we fought many battles to keep it alive, and to have someone not give it the respect I
felt it deserved was unacceptable. But this story begins long before I even knew who Bill
Wardlow was, when Neil Bogart was not king of the hottest label in the record biz but just Neil
Bogart, my second cousin from Brooklyn.1 The Beginning of a Beautiful FriendshipAn
Introduction: Neil and Bobby—Cameo-Parkway—Art Kass and BuddahSummer 19615620
231st StreetBayside, QueensThe first time I met Neil Bogart—in fact, the first time I became
aware he existed—we were in my parents’ living room in Bayside. Neil and his parents were
introduced as relatives, but beyond that no explanation was given. They stayed for about five
minutes and left me a copy of a single, titled “Bobby,” by some guy I’d never heard of named Neil
Scott.Turns out Neil Scott and Neil Bogart were the same person, and “Bobby” had been
something of a hit, reaching No. 58 on the Cashbox and Billboard charts in June 1961. I had a
relative who had recorded a song! I was fourteen years old and had never met anyone who had
recorded a single, to say nothing of a hit—and to have him be a relative, no less, sent my head
spinning.As I would learn, Neil was a gambler—the kind of guy who would bet a hundred dollars
on when the cheese in the fridge was going to go moldy—and he had wanted to be in
entertainment for as long as he could remember. He was born Neil Bogatz in Brooklyn in 1943,
and when he was young, his mother, Ruth, sent him for singing, dancing, and acting lessons
(among his teachers was TV’s Archie Bunker, the late Carroll O’Connor). Family was always the
center of the Bogatz’s world, and the generosity of spirit shared by Ruth and Neil’s father, Al,
was apparent in every aspect of their lives. The family’s house doubled as a foster home, and at
a very early age Neil acquired a larger sense of family that extended beyond bloodlines. It would
shape his world, professionally and personally, throughout his life. Feeding and tending to such
a large and ever-changing brood was expensive, and on Al’s postal service salary, the Bogatzes
could scarcely afford luxuries like Neil’s acting lessons. As he always would, Neil persevered,
and by the mid-1950s, he had become a performer at summer-stock-type camps in the Catskills;
by nineteen, he was part of a song-and-dance team working Bermuda cruise ships. A year later,
he was playing a club in New York City when Bill Darnell (a singer of some note in the 1940s and
1950s) saw him and said, “Your voice is bad enough to sound good on this song that we have.”
That song was “Bobby.”• February 9, 1961: The Beatles give their debut performance, at the
Cavern Club in Liverpool.• April 12, 1961: Yuri Gagarin, a Soviet cosmonaut, becomes the first
human in space.• November 18, 1961: US president John F. Kennedy sends eighteen thousand
military personnel to South Vietnam.Neil was a born entrepreneur, and his promotional skills
were often dazzling, even at a young age. When his single “Bobby” was pressed, he managed to
get it played on the wildly popular Murray the K show on WINS-FM in New York. The radio show
was hosted by Murray Kaufman, a pioneer in the radio business who more or less invented the
concept of the fast-talking, high-energy DJ. On his show each day, two songs were paired in a
competition. The one that received the most calls won. “Bobby” was pitted against an Elvis
Presley tune—pretty tough competition. But Neil had one thing going for him that Presley didn’t.



The afternoon of the contest, Neil organized a large group of old school friends to file into the
candy store near PS 251 in Brooklyn. Using the store’s phone, Neil’s friends bombarded Murray
the K with calls, eventually propelling “Bobby” to victory—this was likely the impetus that would
push the song to hit status.As are so many other skyrocket-to-stardom stories, Neil’s entrance
into showbiz was due to a moment of blind luck and ballsy confidence. While working at an
employment agency in Manhattan in 1965, he fielded a phone call from a representative of
Cashbox, a powerful music industry magazine, who wanted to advertise a position in the
magazine’s chart department. Rather than process the request and file the ad, Neil shelved it,
went directly to Cashbox’s offices, and applied for the job himself. He secured the position and
quickly worked his way up the company ladder, eventually landing a gig as assistant national
promotion director with MGM Records, then one of the biggest labels in the industry. A year
later, in early 1966, Neil parlayed his upward mobility into yet another choice gig when his former
boss at Cashbox (who had since moved to Cameo-Parkway Records) offered him a job as
national promotion director and eventually vice president and head of operations at Cameo. Neil
thereby became the youngest person ever (at that point) to helm a major record label.One of
Neil’s first accomplishments at Cameo was discovering and marketing the group ? & the
Mysterians, who had a hit record with “96 Tears” in 1966. “That’s a very strange name for a
song,” I thought. Neil later told me that the original title was “69 Tears,” a reference to the sexual
position, but it was changed to make it marketable. Though, given Neil’s ability to sell a story, this
may have been apocryphal.In March 1967, early in Neil’s tenure as Cameo’s vice president, a
controlling interest in the company was bought by Allen Klein (of Rolling Stones and Beatles
fame). His view of what the label should be was at the opposite end of the universe from Neil’s,
and it was clear that the relationship wasn’t long for this world. Fortunately for Neil, despite being
a neophyte in an industry of emerging giants, his success was highly visible, and it left him with
many opportunities. There was some speculation that Neil was pushed out of Cameo by Allen
Klein, but that was not the case. Klein soon came under investigation and was eventually jailed
when the company’s stock exploded overnight, attracting the attention of the SEC. Neil had seen
the writing on the wall.Not long after Klein bought Cameo-Parkway, Art Kass offered Neil a
position as general manager of Kama Sutra Records and its newly formed sister label, Buddah.
Timing is everything, especially in the go-for-broke music business, and with Cameo-Parkway’s
future suddenly darkening, Neil jumped at Kass’s offer. Art was a former accountant at MGM
Records (where he had first met Neil), and he had been brought in by Kama Sutra founders Hy
Mizrahi, Artie Ripp, and Phil Steinberg to help establish the new company.Kass had started
Buddah in March 1967 as a way to get out of a distribution arrangement that existed between
Kama Sutra and MGM, and he felt Neil was the perfect choice to help jump-start the new label.
Kass, wisely, had the foresight to bring in Neil’s entire promotion staff (most notably, Marty Thau
and Cecil Holmes) from Cameo-Parkway as well—why mess with a winning team? They did
what they had done at Cameo: Marty handled the rock singles for radio, and Cecil promoted the
R&B product. While Cecil would stay with Neil through the Casablanca days and be a major



asset to the label, Marty would go on to become the original manager of the New York Dolls.In
contrast to the oppositional relationship he’d had with Allen Klein, Neil’s working relationship
with Kass was amicable, and in the years to come it would bring great success to the company,
spawning bubblegum music, a genre Neil once told me was about falling in love and sunshine—
about enjoying pure entertainment and the good things in life.2 Woodstock (No, Really, I Was
There)Life in Queens—A big event—Traffic jam—Starseverywhere—Caught by security—The
rain and mud—Three sleepless daysJuly 19695620 231st StreetBayside, QueensThe summer
of 1969 is probably the only time in American history where you can say the season and the year
and people just know—Oh yeah, that summer. Neil Armstrong, hippies, the amazin’ Mets, and a
landmark mud bath called Woodstock.I was twenty-two and invincible then, or at least young
enough to think I was. My days were filled with work, going to the beach, smoking dope, hanging
out with friends, admiring our cars in the parking lots at the Queens Boulevard White Castle or
the Bay Terrace Shopping Center. I was living with my parents, and I held down a job at a deli
and worked as a salesman/delivery person for my dad’s sanitary supply business, where we
sold toilet paper and cleaning products. Like most guys I knew, I wasn’t much interested in
career planning. I was just too busy enjoying life to worry about what I was going to do with
it.One weekday in early July, a friend mentioned that a big concert—a three-day happening—
was being planned in August somewhere in upstate New York, and maybe a bunch of us should
go. Sounded good to me, so a few of us purchased tickets at a Queens record store, and we
were set.Never one to forgo comfort when it was available, I insisted that we book hotel rooms.
Roughing it had never been high on my list of life choices, so the prospect of camping out for
three days with no showers or fresh clothes wasn’t exactly appealing. We were able to get a
room at the Holiday Inn in Middletown, not too far from the festival site.August 15, 1969, the first
day of Woodstock, finally arrived. It was muggy and still, and the four of us—me, my friend Neal
Cohen (who had just returned from serving in a combat unit in Vietnam), Wendy (the wife of our
friend Ken Kaltman, who’d had the misfortune of pulling National Guard duty that weekend), and
a friend of Wendy‘s—piled into my ’68 GTO and headed northward. Over fifteen miles away from
the venue we hit a four-lane traffic jam. Everyone was headed for the same rural destination.The
traffic jam was a cultural event in itself. Miles of four-lane highway had become inbound lanes,
but we still weren’t moving. At all. For hours on end. Many people simply gave up, abandoned
their cars, and walked the rest of the way to the festival site. Yet, in those hours of cramped
gridlock, as we fumed both literally and figuratively in the overheating GTO, a sense of the
Woodstock event began to assert itself. If a car grazed another by mistake, there was no road
rage, nobody got angry. Frustration at being stalled for hours in the oppressive wet heat never
boiled over. Instead, there was a sense of shared experience, a quickly gathering feeling of
community; joints were passed from one car to another, strangers became instant friends,
smiles all around. This was something special, a signpost for the summer and the generation,
and you couldn’t escape it.Unfortunately, cars don’t grasp the concept of landmark cultural
events, and eventually my ’68 GTO began to seriously overheat. (Lesson for the day: never bring



a muscle car to a traffic jam.) I veered off the freeway onto the grass and headed for the nearest
exit. The concert would have to wait: we had to get the car to the hotel as soon as possible.The
traffic and our unfamiliarity with the Sullivan County roads made for a longer trek to the hotel
than I would have liked, but after some driving around, we found the Holiday Inn, parked the car
(just in time), and went inside to register. As we entered the hotel, we saw the reception desk to
our right and a small waiting area with couch and chairs to our left. Next to the desk was a large
picture window overlooking the parking lot. We soon discovered that we’d accidentally booked
ourselves into the event’s headquarters. I stood, slack-jawed, watching Richie Havens check in
and Arlo Guthrie relaxing in the corner. Part of the lobby had been turned into the
communications center for the festival, and there were walkie-talkies and assorted pieces of
shortwave and telephone equipment strewn about. There was no way we were going to be
allowed to stay here, but miraculously, our reservations were honored and the desk clerk
checked us in.Neal and I walked down the corridor to our rooms, eyes bugged out and
unblinking, thinking, if not saying, “Holy shit!” at every step. We passed Ravi Shankar’s shoes,
neatly placed outside his door. We saw folk legend Tim Hardin sitting on his bed, shooting up.
Every door we passed, to the left and to the right, another star. We dropped off our stuff and
headed back downstairs to eat lunch and see who else was in the hotel.The corridor had been
just a warm-up for the restaurant—a modest affair furnished with Formica-topped tables and a
handful of booths. The people sitting in the restaurant—Roger Daltrey and Pete Townshend,
Janis Joplin, Stephen Stills, David Crosby, Neil Young, Richie Havens, and Arlo Guthrie, all
eating lunch, just as casual as you please—made Neal and me feel like interlopers, as if we had
“uninvited guest” branded on our foreheads. As we choked down our sandwiches, we tried our
best to look cool. We probably failed.• May 23, 1969: The Who releases the rock opera Tommy.•
July 20, 1969: Astronauts Neil Armstrong and Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin, as members of Apollo 11,
become the first men to land on the moon.• August 9, 1969: Actress Sharon Tate (the pregnant
wife of director Roman Polanski) and four others are found brutally murdered in Beverly Hills.
Charles Manson and members of his “Family” would later be convicted of the crime.After a
while, Wendy and her friend came down, and the four of us decided to make our way to the
concert. My GTO had cooled in the parking lot, so we loaded up. We were leaving the hotel
grounds when a security guard waved us over. Never a good sign. To our surprise, Wendy
jumped out of the car and gave the guy a big hug; turned out he was not only an old friend of her
parents, but head of artist entry for the festival as well. He gave us a pass, which I placed on the
GTO’s dashboard, and then he told us to join the end of the artist caravan now heading out to
the festival site. The motorcade began to make its way through the huge crowds, lights flashing
and sirens wailing. We were surrounded by performers, many of them already legendary,
receiving a full police escort into the venue. Amazing.The pass also allowed us into the
backstage areas, so we watched the spectacle unfold from the wings. I want to say that standing
mere feet from a list of performers too lengthy to mention, too important to describe, was
amazing—and it was—but a violent and unrelenting rainstorm had blown in, and after a few



hours we were ready to go back to the hotel. We trekked to the GTO, only to discover it was
mired in a slurry of mud. While we were trying to find a way out of this dilemma, Arlo Guthrie
happened by and asked us if he could hitch a ride back to the hotel. Great—now Arlo Guthrie is
helping push my GTO out of the mud. This couldn’t get any more bizarre.Back at the hotel, we
headed straight for the bar, where many of the performers were freely sharing all sorts of
intoxicants. The place was small and dark, with only about ten tables, but I will never forget the
image of Janis Joplin, bottle of Johnnie Walker in hand, dancing around the bar.We didn’t sleep
at all for three days. We watched the never-ending concert unspool before us in the hot mire, the
haze of humidity, exhaustion, and drugs blurring afternoon into evening and evening into epic
night. The Who; Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young; and on and on—we didn’t want to miss a minute
of the adventure. Of the hundreds of thousands camped out on Yasgur’s farmland, I’m not sure
that any could claim to have gotten more out of Woodstock than I did. I still wonder whether this
experience was the fates foreshadowing the events about to unfold.3 A Converted BuddahistGet
a job—The interview—Fucked on the couch—Family andthe Mob—Learning the ropes—Payola
—Ron and Buck—Selling records in the bathroom—Cecil Holmes—Cornered atthe Apollo—
Held at gunpoint—“Whatever it takes”—The Bitter End—Reprimanded—DJs—Barnstorming—
The three∼foot joint—WBCN—Signing bandsSeptember 1971The Buddah Group offices1650
BroadwayManhattan, New YorkAfter I met Neil Bogart for the first time, more than nine years
passed before I heard anything more about him. In September 1971, my parents came home
from a wedding and told me they had seen Cousin Ruthie there. She’d said that I should call her
son Neil about a job. Good thing, too—I needed one.I phoned Neil the following evening, and he
asked me to come down to Buddah’s offices at 1650 Broadway in Manhattan. The office suite
belonged to the Buddah Group (comprised of Buddah, Kama Sutra, Hot Wax, Curtom, T-Neck,
and Sussex Records, among others, which collectively were home to a stunning list of big-
league players that included The Isley Brothers, Sha Na Na, and The Lovin’ Spoonful). Scepter
Records, run by the legendary Florence Greenberg (who had helped steer The Shirelles to
stardom), called 1650 home as well, as did many music publishers and artists. After the Brill
Building, it was probably the most famous address in the music industry. Hell, even I’d heard of
it, and I knew virtually nothing about the business.The next day, I arrived at Neil’s office and
entered the waiting room. Gold records adorned the walls, but the room was decorated in the
most awful purple you could imagine, like some sort of toxic grape soda. Even in an era of lime-
green leisure suits, the designer responsible should have been cited for second-degree eye-
slaughter. I sat in that violet-colored nightmare for over three hours, waiting for Neil. He had
completely forgotten our conversation of the night before, and he called his mother to find out
who the kid in his waiting room was. I was a little embarrassed to have to repeatedly explain to
the receptionist and Neil’s secretary who I was, but since I was only twenty-three, my ego hadn’t
developed much, so I wasn’t too offended.Three hours is a long time to wait, but the names on
the walls provided ample distraction. I was impressed by all the posters and gold records, with
names like Brewer and Shipley (“One Toke over the Line”), Melanie (“Candles in the Rain”),



Curtis Mayfield (Neil called him the “black Dylan” whenever possible), The Isley Brothers, and
my favorites, Sha Na Na. With another glance I saw The Lovin’ Spoonful (“Summer in the City”);
the Brooklyn Bridge featuring Johnny Maestro (“Sixteen Candles,” “The Worst That Could
Happen,” and many other hits); and from Buddah’s just-ended bubblegum days, artists such as
the 1910 Fruitgum Company (“Yummy, Yummy, Yummy”), The Lemon Pipers (“Green
Tambourine”), and Ohio Express.Finally I was summoned into Neil’s office, which was not purple
but was larger than I expected it to be. It had been quite a while since our first meeting, and his
appearance surprised me. I’d remembered him as taller and thinner, but he looked like a pudgy
Richard Simmons, curly hair and all. Aside from his dark-brown Afro, his most prominent feature
was his penetrating, almost bulging eyes. Despite his Brooklyn upbringing, he had only a trace
of a New York accent (I more than made up for him in that department) and spoke in an
engaging mid-tenor voice. Neil was almost endlessly enthusiastic, but he wasn’t one of those
exhausting people who are perpetually “on.” He has often been described as an amazing
salesman, and he certainly was, but this stemmed from his ability to make you believe in an
artist or song and think it was all your own idea, not something he’d browbeaten you into
believing.We said the obligatory hellos and talked about WNEW-FM, the city’s premiere
progressive rock station. Neil was in awe of WNEW, as he had never had a bona fide rock-and-
roll hit. He knew he didn’t understand rock the way he understood Top 40 and R&B, and due to
the tremendous amount of flack he had received from the critics over the many bubblegum hits
he had overseen for Buddah, his aim was to be a player in the rock arena.I bluffed my way
through the meeting by talking about the DJs at WNEW. I had brushed up on their names—
which was not too difficult, as there were only a handful of them. But, despite the fact that I had
majored in communications in college and had a stronger handle on what was happening in
radio than your average twenty-three-year-old, my inexperience was on full display. After our
meeting, Neil sent me to chat with Jerry Sharell, Buddah’s head of national promotions, and
Buck Reingold, who ran promotions on the East Coast.I got the job because they needed
someone immediately to do local promotion for the New York market. The last person to hold the
position had recently been fired for an interesting lapse in judgment. Neil and the president of
Viewlex (the conservative educational company that had bought Buddah in 1969), returning to
the office after a dinner meeting, had walked in on the promo man having sex on the waiting
room couch with the music director of one of the top East Coast radio stations.If Neil had been
alone, he would have walked over and given the guy a raise and a promotion. I mean, what
better way to ensure that your music gets played than to bang a prominent music director? But
because he was with the president of Viewlex, Neil felt forced to feign indignation and fired the
guy on the spot.The other reason I was hired was nepotism, a policy in which Neil firmly
believed. (“All things are relatives,” was a favorite saying of his.) Plus, at $125 per week, I was the
cheapest option that had walked through the door. And, just like that, I became Larry Harris,
local New York promotion man for Buddah/Kama Sutra Records.Buddah had been culled from
the older Kama Sutra Records, which was secretly owned and controlled by John “Sonny”



Franzese, a powerful member of the Colombo crime family. This was not an uncommon
arrangement; before the music business became attractive to corporate America, organized
crime had established a strong foothold in the industry. By the time I joined the label, all of the
original Kama Sutra owners were long gone, their stock purchased by the Viewlex Corporation
three years prior. Artie Ripp had left in a huff in late 1969, when Viewlex refused to release the
Woodstock soundtrack for which he had acquired the rights, and Sonny Franzese was in jail for
armed robbery and conspiracy—although he wasn’t completely out of the loop, despite his
cellblock D mailing address.Buddah, as you may have noticed, is spelled incorrectly. There are a
few theories about this. Artie Ripp said he thought it was irreverent to spell Buddha like the
Buddhists do; he also claimed he could never say “ha” at the end of the name, only “aah.” Since
Buddha was a mystical figure, they thought the reference would give the label a cool, hip aura,
and it went with the whole Kama Sutra vibe. But when I first joined the company, I was told it was
a printing mistake discovered after it was too late (or too expensive) to change. I suspect it was
spelled wrong because nobody knew the proper way to spell it. As for which theory is the correct
one, take your pick.The next day, I reported to my new office, which I had to share with Buck
Reingold and Ron Weisner, head of artist relations. I was not in the office that much as my job
entailed going to all of the reporting retail record outlets in town and building relationships with
them so they would send positive sales reports about us to the trades (Billboard, Cashbox,
Record World, and The Hamilton Report) and the radio stations (WWRL, WABC, WPIX-FM,
WNEW-AM, WNEW-FM, and WOR-FM, among others).After I’d had some tutoring from Buck
and Ron, I knew that the way to succeed was to give the record stores free product in exchange
for the reports. Usually, I gave them singles, but as time went on and things became more
competitive, I started giving them whatever albums they wanted. Keep in mind that even when
giving away commercial product for free, we still needed to account for those units when it came
to calculating artists’ royalties. Any records not used for promotional purposes usually carried a
royalty fee to the artist. In some cases, the artist’s contract called for X amount of free goods for
use in making sales deals, but in many cases, labels buried the giveaways and never accounted
for them. If artists’ business managers or accountants came in to check the books and were
thorough enough in their endeavors, they would find a discrepancy and the label would be held
accountable for the royalties.Part of my job was to visit radio stations in New York on their “music
days,” which were the days they agreed to see promotion people. When it came to WNEW,
WPLJ, and WLIR, the three FM rock stations in the market, I could go whenever I wanted and
deal with each DJ individually. I also had to play diplomat with the program directors to keep
feathers from getting ruffled.WPIX-FM, the lone Top 40 FM station in town, had a gem of a
program /music director named Barney Pip. Barney was very nice—the type of radio guy who
would take a shot on a record he liked. Because of that, WPIX was the first station in the market
to play songs like Bill Withers’s “Lean on Me,” or “Scorpio,” the hit instrumental by Dennis Coffey,
both of which I shopped. You could visit Barney anytime, even when he was on the air. I also
visited the FM rock DJs while they were on the air, but if they were on after normal business



hours I called ahead. Back then, the vibe of the industry was open to chance and the moment-to-
moment whims of the DJs, who held positions of far greater power than their modern-day
counterparts. Every day I had the opportunity to deal with people willing to take a chance on
music that hadn’t been tested and retested before it was exposed to the public. In the case of
progressive rock radio, you had a good six or more opportunities to have your music played. If
the morning guy didn’t like the record, there was still a chance that the afternoon or night person
would.• March 5, 1971: Led Zeppelin performs “Stairway to Heaven” for the first time, at Ulster
Hall in Belfast, Northern Ireland.• July 3,1971: Jim Morrison is found dead in his Paris apartment,
possibly of a heroin overdose.• August 1, 1971: The Sonny & Cher Comedy Hour debuts.Up
until the late 1990s, to have a record played on a station in a decent-sized market you needed to
prove that it had all kinds of credentials and, in many cases, you needed to hire an independent
station-approved promotions person (called an “indie”) to bring the record in. Just to have your
record added was big bucks to the indie promo guy, who in turn paid the station a fee to be its
music consultant. The owner of a radio station could make in excess of fifty thousand dollars per
year working with an indie.Is this payola? Yes, more or less. Instead of the record companies
giving money (or drugs, women, and various other favors) directly to the radio stations, an
independent promotions middleman is paid to do it for them. One key difference is that with the
independent promoter in the picture, the money goes to the station owners rather than to the
often-underpaid program director or DJ. This keeps the record companies at arm’s length when
it comes to actual money changing hands between them and the stations. In my mind, the
arrangement creates an ethical gray area. I’m not sure what the substantive difference is in the
end: the record companies are still paying to have their music played. Nobody in the music biz or
the radio biz wants a repeat of the highly publicized Alan Freed payola trials of the 1950s or
other, less-well-known investigations that were conducted throughout the 1970s and 1980s. The
current method somehow nullifies that legal risk.This does create an unbalanced playing field in
that the smaller labels cannot compete for airplay; they simply don’t have the money to pay the
indies. When all is said and done, it could cost a label hundreds of thousands of dollars just to
cover this new form of payola for one record.As always, the large corporations are most invested
in keeping the status quo, and they know that this independent system of promotion protects
their turf from any young innovators. This suppression of the entrepreneurial spirit is one of the
reasons the music business of today is facing such hard times. Evolving musical forms are what
keep music exciting and keep people buying new artists and product. Rap, disco, and even rock
and roll were not spearheaded by the majors but rather the little independent guy. Look at the
careers of Elvis, Donna Summer, and LL Cool J. It was the small labels that took a chance on
them.Although the indies were not as crucial in the 1970s, even then there were people who had
the ability and contacts to control what music was played on key radio stations in major cities.
Paying these promotion people with cash, drugs, or records was not uncommon, and it could
mean the failure or success of a record.Ron Weisner, vice president of artist relations, was a
great teacher and mentor. He was of average height and build; he had a head of thick hair, a big



mustache, and a weird and distinctive gait. Ron had the push—the ability to get our artists on
local and national TV shows. That’s what he spent most of his time doing, when he wasn’t busy
acting as in-house psychiatrist for many of the artists and a few of the employees. He also
helped book tours and gigs for the artists.Ron had major clout with WWRL-AM, the leading R&B
station in New York, due to his close relationship with Norma Penella, the station’s music
director. It always seemed a little ironic to me that Norma, a middle-aged Italian woman, chose
the music for the station that so heavily influenced the city’s black population, but in this she was
hardly unique. A big—and here I’m being kind—Italian gentleman named Joe “Butterball”
Tamburro was the music and program director for Philadelphia’s WDAS-FM, the leading R&B
station in the market. But most stations were owned by white folks in those days, and I suppose
they felt more secure having white executives in charge.While Ron was a gregarious and gentle
soul, Buck Reingold was a totally different story. This former short-order cook was a very forceful
guy. Buck was built short, square, and hard with red hair and a lot of freckles. He had very little
understanding of music, which didn’t bother him in the least. When Buck (or Bucky, as some
called him) needed a record played, it would get played, and if something or someone got
broken in the process, oh well. He was hired after he married Neil’s sister-in-law, Nancy—who
was the twin of Neil’s wife, Beth—and he therefore became yet another beneficiary of Neil’s
steadfast nepotism. He did his job well, and if getting those records played meant parading
down Broadway naked with a record hanging from each ear, then he would do it.Buck had a set
of brass balls. Rick Sklar, the program director of WABC-AM (the most powerful station on the
East Coast) was arguably the most influential person in the world of music radio. Not
surprisingly, it was very difficult to get a meeting with Rick, and if you were lucky enough to see
him, you would have very little time to play your music; more often, you’d just drop it off and he
would listen to it when he was ready. Just after I joined the company, our Kama Sutra label
released “Put Your Hand in the Hand,” by Ocean. It was receiving substantial airplay around the
country, and Neil, who was not one to let go of a record that was beginning to show promise,
was walking around the office repeating to anyone who would listen, “Keep pushing it, guys.
Keep pushing it. We’re this close to breaking this thing big. I can feel it.” Buck decided that he
was going to impress Neil by getting Rick Sklar to play the record before it had risen high
enough on the charts to be automatically added to WABC’s playlist. Buck went to WABC’s
offices and camped out for hours in a men’s room stall, knowing that eventually Rick would have
to use the facilities. Rick finally came in, and as soon as he was comfortable in his stall, Buck
began to play the record at full volume on a portable record player. Rick was so taken by this
(and the fact that it was a great song) that he started to play it on air immediately.Buck once
followed a program director to a baseball game, sat behind him, and played him a song while he
watched the action; another time, he paid someone to let him hang a banner hyping one of our
artists out of a twentieth-story window directly across from a radio station’s offices. As obnoxious
as he was, he fit right into the promotion-man mold Neil loved.But Buck’s aggressive, abrupt
style didn’t always work. While he had close relationships with a number of Top 40



programmers, when it came time to deal with many of the more laid-back artists and the rock
radio people, Neil tended to steer Buck out of the office. Buck was a loaded weapon, and Neil
had an innate sense of when to deploy him.Buck was also Neil’s gofer. If Neil was having a party
at his home in New Jersey, Buck would be there to carry in the tables and chairs, and he would
also take care of much of the food prep. Although he could probably rip Neil in two without much
effort, he would dutifully take Neil’s public berating when he screwed up. This was a bit out of
character for Neil, whose typical reaction to a mistake was to shoot you a look, his expression
grim and eyes bulging more than usual, or to have a terse but civil discussion with you in private.
Not so with Buck. Neil would fly off the handle and scream in front of everyone. This seemed to
happen very frequently. Buck never said a word in response; he knew Neil was his meal
ticket.The other promotion man I worked with at Buddah was Cecil Holmes. Cecil was a tall,
good-looking, well-dressed black man with a large Afro. He was very well respected in the
industry, and of all the people I ever worked with, Cecil is the only one who never cursed or had
anything bad to say about anyone. He also never did drugs—ever. Cecil was a gentleman, and
he knew how to take care of business.One evening, Cecil and I went to the Apollo Theater in
Harlem to see a show by Honey Cone, an all-girl vocal trio coming off a string of hits for Hot Wax
Records, which we distributed through Buddah. Cecil drove us there in his big Cadillac through
Central Park. Just when we were about to leave the park, he locked all the doors. I was taken
aback, and I immediately thought, “These are his people. Why is he locking the doors?” When I
mentioned this, he replied, “These definitely are not my people!” In 1971, Harlem was not the
safest place to be; even the cops walked three or four abreast for protection. But Cecil’s action
surprised me, as I frequently went to Harlem to visit record shops and WLIB-AM radio. I had
never felt threatened, and I couldn’t possibly have been more Jewish or more white.My sense of
security vanished that evening. In the Apollo, we both had a growing sense that we were being
sized up. For what reason, we didn’t know, but we were both New York kids, and that sixth sense
comes with the territory. We left the show fearing a confrontation outside the backstage
entrance, which is where Cecil had parked. By a stroke of luck, the boyfriend of one of the Honey
Cone girls was at the theater that night, and he came outside with us. His name was Thad
Spencer, and he was a professional boxer who had come very close to fighting Muhammad Ali
for the heavyweight title in late 1967, before the government stripped Ali of his mantle for
dodging the draft for the Vietnam War. The unsavory types who had seemed intent on
confronting us behind the theater clearly recognized Thad, and they parted like the Red Sea. No
one came close to touching us.Around this time, we had another close call. One day, two big
black guys with equally huge Afros walked into our offices. They waltzed by Neil’s secretary,
Barbara, went into Neil’s office, and shut the door. Taking out their guns, they laid them on the
desk in front of them and told Neil he was on trial. They claimed we had purchased a certain
record and the deal included distribution rights; they were concerned that the original distributor,
who happened to be a popular gospel disc jockey named Joe Bostwick whose contract we were
not aware of, was being pushed out into the streets by “the Man.” In this era, there was a



movement in the black community against “the Man” who was making money on the backs of
black performers.Barbara called Cecil Holmes, maybe figuring that because he was black, he
could help calm the situation. Cecil walked into Neil’s office and addressed the two thugs as
“brothers,” but he was quickly told to sit down and shut up. He had no stroke with these guys.
They told Neil that he had twenty-four hours to get the situation taken care of and that they would
return the following day—if Neil didn’t make it right, there would be trouble. In the meantime,
Barbara, cool as she was, sat at her desk trying to scheme a way out of this mess. She called a
guy named Nate, who was our “cleaner,” so to speak, and who was likely involved with the Mob
in ways I never knew. The next day, when the thugs returned, they found Nate standing in Neil’s
office. They turned on their heels and walked quietly out of the building. In an attempt to reach a
middle ground, we gave Bostwick mail-order rights to the record.Of course, this event shook
Neil, but the fact that he had the protection of some major crime figures probably made him a
little more comfortable about the situation. Mafia protection was a dual-edged sword, however,
and he always told me that he had never wanted to ask a favor of “those people,” as he would be
paying it back for the rest of his life. The Mafia would have connections in the music industry for
many years to come.One day, Neil received a call from a disc jockey friend of his in San
Francisco, who told him about a record that was burning up the local airwaves. The song, called
“Oh Happy Day,” had been recorded by a religious group, The Edwin Hawkins Singers. Neil had
the DJ play the song over the phone and then decided that he wanted to put it out on Buddah
immediately. Neil called Edwin Hawkins right away, but he could not close the deal over the
phone—he would have to go to San Francisco and work the deal in person.When an unsigned
band has a hit on its hands, the competition among the labels to sign the act develops at a
lightning pace, and Neil was fearful that while he was in transit from New York to San Francisco
someone else would call Hawkins and close the deal on the phone. Hawkins had implied to Neil
during their conversation that he was fielding offers from other labels and was waiting to hear
back from them.Reasoning that Hawkins wouldn’t be able to field other calls if he were on the
phone (luckily, call waiting had yet to be invented), Neil had Artie Ripp call Hawkins and keep
him talking. While Neil traveled half a day to get to San Francisco to lock up the record, Artie
kept Hawkins on the phone, determined to prevent someone else from beating us to the punch.
When Hawkins was done talking and hung up, Artie would immediately call back with something
else to discuss. This lasted for hours, until Neil finally arrived. Buddah got the record, and it was
a monster hit.One of the more colorful characters I met during this time was Paul Colby. Paul was
a strange little man, and he owned The Bitter End in Greenwich Village. He had a reputation for
being difficult, but due to the amount of money we spent at his club, we got along wonderfully
with him. I would go to the club at least once a week to see various artists (Bette Midler with
Barry Manilow on piano stands out), and I was always given a great reception and the best seat
in the house, no matter how packed it was. Although the cramped venue was maybe seventy-
five seats jammed together to the point where you couldn’t even walk around, it was famous. It
was our first choice when we wanted to impress out-of-towners. My first meeting with Brewer



and Shipley, for instance, was at The Bitter End. It was also my first meeting with cocaine. The
duo may have been famous for songs about weed (“One Toke over the Line” and “Tarkio Road”),
but they seemed equally at home with blow. The backstage area at The Bitter End was nothing
more than two rooms containing a beat-up old couch, a table, and a few chairs. Between shows
that night, we were smoking some weed when Brewer and Shipley began to do some lines of
coke, scooping up the dust with long pinkie fingernails that they kept manicured in a spoon
shape for just that purpose. Initially, it did nothing for me, but after a few minutes the coke
overrode the pot and I began to feel a different kind of buzz. It wasn’t a big revelatory experience,
but I didn’t hate it, and I continued to do the stuff for years.The early days at Buddah were filled
with that anything-can-happen sense you have when you’re young and your life is spread out
before you. Each day was a learning experience. After the work day was over, between 6:00 and
7:00 p.m., a few of us would gather in Neil’s office to smoke pot and drink Blue Nun. These
hangout sessions were not structured meetings; but, looking back, I’m sure Neil knew that
sometimes things would happen during them. The West Coast was still open for business, so a
call or two might come in during the sessions. No one wanted to rush home, especially if they did
not live in the city, and many of us had regular dining engagements with industry people, so we
used the time to cool our heels (and avoid the traffic) while we waited for the dinner hour to roll
around. We would sit and bullshit or listen to some product by bands on the label or new artists
Neil was considering signing. I began to see a little more of Neil’s identity during these times. He
was maybe a little less insistently enthusiastic, more reflective about what he doubted or didn’t
like. We’d discuss other labels, or artists and their managers, occasionally drifting into the realm
of politics. (Neil was a fan of Richard Nixon; he believed that Nixon’s economic policies helped
put money in his pocket.)The gatherings would go on for an hour or more and were often
attended by people from various departments, including Nancy Lewis (who avoided the drugs
but usually supplied the Blue Nun) and Sherrie Levy from publicity, Jerry Sharell from
promotions, Joe Fields from sales, Jude Lyons from creative services, as well as me, Neil, Cecil,
and, on occasion, Buck. No business environment I’ve been in before or since has created a
more intimate bond among coworkers than those hangout sessions in Neil’s office did. It was us
against the world. It was family, and that’s exactly the way Neil wanted it.Neil hadn’t always been
so expansive or casual. When he started at Buddah, he had been far more conservative,
insisting, for instance, that all the women—with no exceptions—wear skirts. He was so militant
about it that during one of his trips to the West Coast, all the women in the office wore pants as a
form of rebellion, but his secretary ratted them out—she called Neil and told him about the
fashion coup. Drugs and that whole scene were completely verboten as well. Anyone caught
doing drugs in the office was fired. In those early days, despite the fact that he was married to
Beth (his first wife), Neil had lots of girlfriends on the side, one of whom, Mitzi, worked for
Buddah. Neil was more serious about Mitzi than the others, and they would often stay late at the
office and have sex on his desk. At some point in 1970, Mitzi convinced Neil to start smoking
pot. Not long after that, Buddah released a debut LP by a singer/songwriter named Biff Rose. A



press party was held in a small recording studio, and it was the first time Neil endorsed open
drug use at a company function. He wanted tons of joints to be on hand, and Soozin Kazick,
Buddah’s publicist, had to roll them all herself at home during the evenings leading up to the
party.One evening, a few months after I had joined the company, Neil walked into my office and
informed me that I wasn’t doing my job well. He wasn’t screaming, and he didn’t appear to be
mad; his voice completely matter-of-fact, he told me I wasn’t living up to his expectations. I’d
been blindsided. I turned green as my stomach rolled over. How could he say this? Here I was,
putting in fifteen-hour days (and loving it), visiting record stores and radio stations that had never
seen a representative of the company before. I was establishing myself and Buddah at all three
of the area’s major rock stations. WLIR in Long Island had been particularly easy for me, as I was
good friends with both the program director, Mike Harrison, who coined the term AOR (album-
oriented radio) and his eventual replacement, Ken Kohl, with whom I’d gone to college.I couldn’t
believe that Neil was disappointed with my work. When I asked him what he meant, he pointed
to my expense account. I cringed. And then I began to get mad, because I knew that I was
always very frugal with my expenditures. How could he possibly think I was being wasteful?
Then Neil said, “You’re not spending enough.” I blinked. Huh? “Larry, you can’t do your job well
unless you’re spending money, and you’re not spending enough of it.” I thought that by being
money conscious I was helping the company. But, what the hell, if he wanted me to spend
money, I would accommodate him.I began to spend more freely. I found that it was pretty easy to
have breakfast with a DJ, lunch with a music director, dinner with a program director and drinks
with a writer, all on Buddah’s dime. Sending chocolates to the secretaries, buying gifts for the
elevator operators—it all became second nature to me. I would visit WPLJ or WNEW in the small
hours of the morning and bring the on-air DJ food and drinks, and often marijuana or blow. The
drugs were never a gift, but rather something we did together to build the bond of friendship.
Mike Klenfner of WNEW and I would go out for some massive, expensive dinners. We were both
well over six feet tall, and although I was thin at that point, Michael was a big guy and could eat
the kitchens bare.My favorite Mike Klenfner story involves a folk artist named Steve Goodman,
who had been brought to us by Paul Anka. Goodman recorded a self-titled album for us that
featured a song called “The City of New Orleans,” and I got him a considerable amount of airplay
throughout the country. However, I could not get as much play as I wanted on WNEW. One day,
when we were in the elevator, Steve told me he had leukemia and did not know how long he was
going to live, but he wanted to leave his wife and baby daughter something when he passed. I
just about broke down in tears, and the next day I went to see Mike at WNEW. I told him that he
had to play the album more frequently because the guy was going to die. Klenfner was
convinced I was bullshitting him, and for years (fortunately, Steve lived until 1984) he kept asking
me when the guy was going to die. He really thought I made the whole thing up just to get airplay.
I did resort to some ridiculous maneuvers to get a record played, but even I would not stoop that
low.The list of contacts I had made was impressive. Or at least I thought it was. John Zacherle at
WPLJ was a particular favorite item on my expense reports. I would visit him at 2:00 a.m. and



give him a ride home when he went off the air. I loved Zach—still do. As host of a very popular
local TV show, Chiller Theater, he was an influence on me when I was growing up, and he is one
of the kindest people you will ever meet. Alex Bennett was the overnight man at WPLJ from 2:00
a.m. to 6:00 a.m., and I was the only promotion man—or one of very few—to bring artists to visit
him when his interview/music show was running. I brought Charlie Daniels when “Uneasy Rider”
came out, and comedian Robert Klein joined us numerous times. Dick Neer, the overnight
person at WNEW, and I were never very close, but Mike Klenfner often filled in for him.Alison
“the Night Bird” Steele was on from 10:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. Alison was great; she played all our
artists, and we didn’t even have to ask her to do it. She and her boyfriend, who was an assistant
district attorney of New York, spent enough time with Neil and Buck on a regular basis that I
never really needed to drop in and see her on my promotion rounds. When Alison was on the air,
I spent time with John Zacherle, as his show was on at the same time as hers and he had no
relationship with either Neil or Buck. I also devoted a great deal of time to all the WNEW talent
during their Summer in the Park events—a series of live performances at area parks. It seemed
like we had an artist doing an event almost every week—everyone from Jim Dawson and Buzzy
Linhart to Sha Na Na. Buddah probably supplied more artists for Summer in the Park than any
other label.• October 1, 1971: Walt Disney World opens outside of Orlando, Florida.• February
14, 1972: “Steppenwolf Day” is declared in Los Angeles, California.• August 22, 1972: Actress
Jane Fonda broadcasts an anti–Vietnam War polemic from a hotel room in Hanoi.When my
overnight visits were done, I went home, slept for a few hours, woke up, showered, and headed
to WNEW to be with Pete Fornatale and later, in the day, Mike Harrison or Dave
Herman.Middays I spent with Scott Muni (even in the early 1970s, he was a living legend in the
radio and music industries), and I would watch him drink his lunch. I also became friends with
Dennis Elsas, who succeeded Klenfner as music director when he left to become the first album
promotion person at Columbia Records, which at that time was the largest label in the world.I
was able to get almost anything played on WNEW, WLIR, and WPLJ (though I could never
corner the impenetrable Jonathan Schwartz, who would run and hide when he saw a promo
person). I was, at least by my own reckoning, off to a very good start.A year or so after I joined
the company, we moved to 810 7th Avenue. Brand new offices in a classy building. This was
nice. I still had to share an office—this time with the new head of album promotion, Jay Schick—
but I didn’t mind in the least. Jay came from Florida, where he had been a court reporter. After a
few too many “trips,” he decided to venture into the music business. I watched Jay closely to see
how he worked; I saw that although he worked hard, he had trouble concentrating. He
introduced me to what would become not only my new favorite drug but also the preferred drug
of the early-to-mid 1970s: Quaaludes. We were at a concert together, and he casually offered
me a couple of pills. I shrugged and thought, “What the hell?” I swallowed two of them. It was a
very nice kind of high. It made my fingertips tingle and slurred my speech a bit, but rather than
feeling mellowed out, I felt like getting up and doing something, anything—sex, cleaning,
cooking. It just felt good to be active. The drug would prove to be Jay’s undoing, as it would



cause him to pass out at very inopportune times, like when we were all in a meeting. He left the
company shortly thereafter to return to Miami and his more lucrative court reporting gig. But he
taught me one important lesson: never take ’ludes before dusk.The biggest advantage of my
new office was that I was right next to Joe Fields, the head of sales. Joe, who was short in
stature, had more energy than any ten people I have ever known. I absorbed a host of great
sales skills just listening to Joe on the phone. He was a master, given that much of our product
was very difficult to sell, especially in the inflated quantities Neil asked him to move. Joe could
also hold his own with any radio person; the format did not matter. I can honestly say that he sold
the Brooklyn Bridge to a few people and mean it literally and figuratively (the band The Brooklyn
Bridge, that is).One story illustrates just how crazy Joe was. Joe and Neil went to a convention
for Heilicher Brothers, a very influential distributor in the Midwest. To make an impression, they
hired an old-fashioned prop plane and dressed as 1920 aviators; then they had the plane buzz
the convention hotel a few times and land on the hotel grounds. After that stunt, who do you
think was the talk of the convention?One of our major artists was Curtis Mayfield, who, before
going solo, was the lead singer of The Impressions. Curtis, along with his manager and partner,
Marv Stuart, had his own label: Curtom Records. Buddah manufactured, sold, and promoted the
product, but Curtis had total control over the content. Neil usually wouldn’t hesitate to correct an
artist if he thought his or her music needed a little something, but when it came to Curtis
Mayfield, he would never assume he knew better. Curtis was a true superstar in those days. His
albums always went Gold (half a million units sold), and he became a household name in the
summer of 1972, when he created the music for the smash movie Super Fly, the soundtrack for
which sold over three million units. But, as exciting as his albums were, he was incredibly dull in
concert, anchoring himself in front of the microphone and barely twitching a muscle.In
September 1972, I was sent to Hofstra University in Hempstead, New York, to act as liaison
between Curtis and the ABC people during the taping of the infamous pilot episode of ABC’s In
Concert TV series. Also on the bill was Alice Cooper, the original shock rocker, whom Curtis was
to follow onstage. The taping was a mess. ABC’s people did not have it together, and everything
was way off schedule. We had been slated for a 12:00 a.m. start time, and at 2:00 a.m. we were
still waiting to go on. To make matters worse, none of the thirty people in Curtis’s entourage had
any rolling papers left. There was smoke, plenty of smoke, but nothing to roll joints with, and
certainly no pipe—pipes were not part of the hardcore pot repertoire at that point. This was a
major catastrophe. It was intolerable to have to while away the time without being stoned. Not to
worry. In amazement, I watched as a member of Curtis’s posse ripped open a paper grocery
bag, filled it with marijuana and menthol tobacco from numerous Newport cigarettes, rolled it,
fitted one end with a rolled-up piece of cardboard (a perfect filter) and—viola! The biggest joint I
had ever seen. It was at least three feet long and four to six inches wide. After two passes to
each person, it was gone, but it had served its intended purpose. We were now all in a better
mood.Eventually, Curtis went onstage before a less-than-enthusiastic audience. The In Concert
people had not allowed audience members to go to the bathroom for hours because they were



afraid they would leave the hall, and that would make for terrible audience shots. They were also
afraid that, once out of their seats, people would not return at all, leaving the production staff to
find replacements in the middle of the night. But some audience members decided that they
were leaving, and locked doors were not going to stop them. The fact that it was illegal to lock
these people into a theater did not seem to bother the show’s producers; they had a show to
shoot, and there had to be an audience, no matter what.In Concert was, in fact, an excellent
opportunity for Curtis, as the target demographic for the show was young white males into rock
and roll, and he needed exposure to that audience. I am sure Ron Weisner was responsible for
setting it up.Neil was a visionary, and he was one of the first people (if not the very first) to use a
TV spot to promote an album release. In most cases, the thirty- and sixty-second commercials
were cut-down versions of promotional films (essentially music videos), which were mainly
created if you needed to promote your product in foreign territories, or if you needed a moving
image on a local dance show or news broadcast. Some of those spots, including one for
Stories’s (“Brother Louie”) 1973 album, About Us, are even available on YouTube.Neil had a
wonderful working relationship with two of the principals in the New York production company
Direction Plus, which we occasionally hired to produce promo films and TV spots for Buddah.
While certainly no one knew it at the time, both of those principals, Bill Aucoin and Joyce
Biawitz, would go on to change our lives forever, as we would change theirs.The Curtis Mayfield
three-foot joint scenario may have been an amusing eye-opener for me, but it was nothing
compared to some of the situations I found myself in on Curtis’s behalf. He called me at the
office one day (I’m sure one of my Buddah colleagues put him up to it, as I can’t imagine he
thought I was cool), and he asked me to meet him at his hotel suite. When I arrived, I found him
in bed with several women. He called me over, handed me two thousand dollars, and gave me
an address where I was to pick up a package for him. I went to this seedy part of town knowing
full well that I had two grand on me and that the package was not going to contain a pastrami
sandwich. Carrying around so much cocaine made me very paranoid. I returned to Curtis’s suite,
but this time I was not invited in. He opened the door a crack, took the blow from me, and
slammed the door shut. No thank-you—nothing. Probably shouldn’t have expected a gratuity,
either.That one occasion aside, Curtis was always very nice to me. In fact, I don’t think I ever saw
him be anything but congenial to anyone. Yet I was totally struck by the irony. This guy had
written the music to Super Fly and was hailed by everyone as a genius for delivering the antidrug
message through songs like “Freddie’s Dead” and “Super Fly,” and now he was doing an entire
ounce of blow.As Christmas 1972 approached, we all anticipated a great present from Marv
Stuart and Curtis for the effort we had put into helping the Super Fly soundtrack become a hit.
When Marv showed up with little jars of jam for the staff, Joe Fields went ballistic and ran down
the hall yelling at Marv for being such a cheapskate. Considering the rest of us didn’t have the
balls to say anything to Marv, we all loved Joe for doing it for us.I spent many evenings with Joe
going to see artists perform—those on our labels and others. Joe would always take the train
from his home in Long Island, and since I had a car and was heading back in the same direction,



I would take him home late at night when the trains were not running so frequently. Just hanging
out with Joe during these outings, I received the best education I could have had in music
business history and theory. Joe would later start his own jazz label (jazz was his true love).
From what I understand, he then sold it and bought it back several times, making a great deal of
money in the process.One of the many lessons he taught me was that what people want you to
perceive is not necessarily the way things are. Before my first trip to Boston to visit the very
influential radio station WBCN-FM, Joe gave me a primer on what to expect. He told me that the
people I would meet there would like me to believe that the sales guy, Kenny Greenblatt, was the
music director. This was to prevent the DJs from being pressured by record people. The station
would also use this as a tactic to get advertising from the labels: you would drop off a dozen
albums (one for each DJ), and if they decided to play the record, Greenblatt would call to say he
could get it played but would need some advertising to show the label supported it. This was all
a ruse. Joe explained that the real deal was the program director, Norm Winer, who (in my
opinion) ran the station in too democratic a fashion. All of the on-air people, including the
newspeople, had a vote in what music was played. Knowing this on my first visit to WBCN, with
the new Super Fly album in hand, I made it a point to deal only with Norm.I became very close to
WBCN’s staff, and Boston grew to be one of my favorite destinations. I rarely stayed in a hotel
there, opting instead to stay in the house that Norm shared with three DJs: John Brody, Tommy
Hadges, and Joe Rogers, who went by the appellation Mississippi Joe. I usually slept on an
uncomfortable couch in the living room, but it was more fun hanging with them than being in a
hotel by myself. It’s not like I was able to get a lot of sleep when visiting Boston anyway. We
would stay up into the wee hours getting high and talking about life. I was to view many a Boston
sunrise.WBCN was the station that helped introduce Monty Python to American audiences. A
few of the WBCN people were already Python fans because they’d read about the comedy
troupe in Melody Maker, the popular English music and culture magazine, and the person most
into Python was Mississippi Joe. So we set up a showing of the Python movie And Now for
Something Completely Different for the WBCN audience in a local movie theater. The film was
not much more than a series of highlights from the troupe’s BBC show Monty Python’s Flying
Circus, but the event was a big success. Everyone in attendance was thrilled at the reception the
movie received, and the screening helped make the Boston PBS television station aware of the
potential of broadcasting Monty Python’s Flying Circus to American audiences.On one
occasion, I invited a few of the on-air people out to lunch. One of them asked me if some of the
staff could join us. I agreed, and, to my surprise, there were about twenty people waiting for us
when we got to the restaurant. The entire staff was there, including the elevator operator and the
janitor, not to mention the accountant’s nephew. Of course, I was stuck with the bill and had to
look like a good sport, but I felt used and abused. Neil was pleased with my expense report that
month.When a group of WBCN staff made a special trip to New York to spend a few days, I
arranged for us all to see National Lampoon’s Lemmings show (with Chevy Chase and John
Belushi in their pre-Saturday Night Live days) at the Village Gate, a famous jazz club in



Greenwich Village that often hosted small off-Broadway acts. Buddah had nothing to do with this
show, but I thought everyone would enjoy it. Lemmings was a Woodstock parody (the festival in
it was called “Woodchuck”) that mocked the hippie generation, and the Village Gate was so
jammed that a number of us had to sit on the floor in front of the stage. Taking the staff to the
show helped solidify my relationship with the station, but, to be truthful, it didn’t really seem to
matter how close I was to them; they never played many of my records.One of Neil’s more
lucrative ventures was a prestigious deal to distribute Charisma Records through Buddah.
Charisma was founded by a former journalist named Tony Stratton-Smith, and it was home to
several noteworthy artists, particularly Genesis, then fronted by Peter Gabriel, and the Monty
Python comedy troupe. Neil had come to know Tony via our association with Nancy Lewis, who
ran publicity for us and had been publicist for The Who. Python had yet to experience their big
American breakthrough (that would come in 1974, with the theatrical release of Monty Python
and the Holy Grail), but their BBC show was a huge success in Britain. Similarly, Genesis had
made a lot of noise in Europe but hadn’t yet found their footing in the states. The band is best
known for their later pop stylings when Phil Collins was their front man, but back in the early
1970s, Genesis was a high-concept art-rock outfit whose epic and complex songs (frequently
clocking in at over ten minutes) could not find a place on US radio. They had received a great
reception in their native England, and Melody Maker, in particular, had been raving about their
extravagant stage shows for years, so this was something of a pressure project for Buddah.
Their first album for us was Nursery Cryme, and although some people, like Scott Muni at
WNEW, played them in his English hour each week, we were having a hard time getting airplay
as Peter Gabriel’s vocals were very hard to understand. I had to come up with a way to make
everyone pay attention and realize this band had a great live show, and that their music, esoteric
as it was, was still accessible and relevant.I met with Muni and discussed what could be done to
get Genesis more exposure on the station. He had no real ideas, as he did not often push his on-
air staff to play specific groups unless their music directly related to the station in some fashion. I
came up with an idea: we would throw a Genesis concert for the WNEW audience and the small
admission fee would go to charity. Buddah and Charisma would pick up the tab. I ran the idea
past Neil and Tony Stratton-Smith, and they both agreed. The caveat was that I had to make the
concert as high-profile as I could. The show was scheduled for December 13, 1972 at the
Lincoln Center’s Philharmonic Hall in Manhattan. I sent out invitations to every noteworthy
progressive FM program director in the country I could think of: Bernie Kimball from WCMF-FM
in Rochester; Tom Starr from WOUR-FM in Utica; Mark Parenteau from WABX in Detroit; Jerry
Stevens from WMMR-FM in Philly; even West Coasters like Mary Turner and Richard Kimball
from KMET in LA. We put everyone up at the Americana Hotel.WNEW plugged the show like
crazy, and on the night of the concert almost every DJ played Genesis constantly to increase
excitement over the event, which, at three dollars a pop, had sold out easily. Genesis blew
everyone away, with Gabriel in his bizarre garb flying over the audience. It was a major success.
The number of ads (the industry term for a radio station adding a song or artist to its playlist)



were too numerous to count. Only Mark Parenteau, as I recall, left the building unimpressed.A
few days after the event, I was smugly sitting in my office feeling oh so impressed with myself—
I’d pretty much made Genesis in the US, by my own reckoning—when in walks Buddah
comptroller Eric Steinmetz, who was angrily pointing to a bill from the Americana showing a
case of champagne charged to Parenteau’s room. Mark had taken the entire case home and
charged it to Buddah. I called and bitched him out for a good fifteen minutes, but we wound up
laughing about it, and I didn’t press the issue; I knew I would have an IOU with his name on it in
my pocket for the foreseeable future. Neil could not possibly have cared less, as he knew it was
money well spent. Eric, with his bean-counter mentality, was a pain in the ass about it for weeks,
until Neil finally told him to back off and leave me alone.As 1972 gave way to 1973, Neil, Cecil,
and I, along with the Buddah Group, were plowing ahead. We had big hits with Barbara Mason’s
“Give Me Your Love” and Stories’s “Brother Louie.” I was getting to spend quite a bit of time with
Sha Na Na and their manager, Ed Goodgold. He was a very funny and likeable guy (his quick wit
had earned him the nickname “the Rabbi”), and he had one of the most difficult managing gigs
in the business. Sha Na Na was comprised of twelve guys, all of whom had equal say in the
direction of the band. I always enjoyed seeing them in concert. They put on a great show, and
the crowd was always part of the pageantry, dressing in 1950s garb. Before one show, in Detroit,
I arrived at the hotel early, so I took a few ’ludes and headed out to the pool. Trying to impress
some sweet young thing in a bikini, I dove nonchalantly into the water, not realizing I was at the
shallow end. I surfaced with a gash on my forehead and a slight concussion as reward for the
stunt. Leaving the tour, I flew home and spent a few days in the hospital in traction.When I
returned to the office, Neil had big news for me. He’d had his eye on acquiring Gladys Knight &
the Pips, whose contract with Motown Records was about to expire. Gladys wanted to branch
out into gospel, blues, and country, but Berry Gordy, Motown’s founder and driving force, wasn’t
keen on that career path. Neil had called a meeting and announced that he had secretly signed
Gladys to a deal. She was currently working with songwriter Jim Weatherly on her next album,
Imagination, her first for Buddah. As if the clandestine signing wasn’t interesting enough, Neil
also told me that he wanted us to work Gladys’s final Motown single, “Neither One of Us (Wants
to Be the First to Say Goodbye).” Pushing another label’s song is tricky work, but we managed to
promote the single very quietly, and it eventually sold over a million copies, peaking at No. 2 on
the charts. Once the song had peaked, Neil released Imagination, which spawned the biggest
single of the group’s career: “Midnight Train to Georgia.” The song would top the charts and go
on to win a Grammy.Business was also going well for Bill Aucoin and Joyce Biawitz’s production
company, Direction Plus, which by the summer of 1973 was producing a thirteen-episode rock-
music-based TV series for national syndication called Flip Side. Each half-hour episode would
focus on one or two acts performing in a recording studio, and it was usually hosted by either the
president of their record label or their A & R rep. For the Curtis Mayfield/Sha Na Na episode, Neil
was the MC, dressed in black leather (in keeping with Sha Na Na’s outfits). I was in the recording
studio with him as he videotaped his segments. The program was broadcast in New York on



December 22, and I couldn’t help but think it was odd to see the president of a label on
television taking up time that rightfully belonged to the artists. However, the feeling left me
quickly after the taping, and it wasn’t until years later that I realized it had been a portent.I felt
lucky and fulfilled, and I frankly couldn’t imagine a better place to be than right where I was.
Fortunately, Neil never thought like this. He had already quietly begun conspiring to make a
move that would officially certify his legend and make Cecil, Buck, and I co-owners of a lucrative
piece of the American Dream.4 Leaving the NestDoing it alone—Approaching Warner—
Supernova on54th Street—Signed—The Who—Going shopping—Resurrecting the Fillmore—
LA bound—House guest inBel-Air—Alison Steele and The Fugitive—Setting up the Casbah—A
house on a cliffFirst week of August, 1973Buddah Group Offices810 Seventh
AvenueManhattan, New York“Do you want to own a record company?”What actually came out of
Neil Bogart’s mouth was more like, “Larry, I’m starting my own record company with backing
from Warner Brothers. I think you’ve got a good ear for rock, and I want you to help run that part
of the company. You’d own a piece of the business, but you’d have to move to LA. You want the
gig?” He’d walked straight into my office while I was working my way through the daily glut of
calls, and he broke the news in a completely oh-by-the-way fashion. No fanfare, no lead-up.
Nothing. Just like that.The offer left me dizzy. I was game, of course, but I felt baffled by Neil’s
overture—I had no idea what he thought I could bring to the table. There were many other
players he could have approached, most with years more experience. Yet here was Neil,
standing in front of me, insisting that I had a great understanding of the rock side of the industry
and that’s where my attention should be focused. I was young, still felt invincible, and wasn’t
quite experienced enough to know what I was getting myself into. What the hell—I was up for
it.Neil explained, “Larry, you know I’m not unhappy here. We’ve had a lot of success for Buddah,
but we can do more, and I think having to answer to Viewlex for everything we do is hindering
us.” He was right. We’d had quite a bit of success—scoring six Gold albums in 1973 alone—but
Neil always had the Viewlex Corporation looking over his shoulder, he held a sizeable amount of
stock (reportedly valued at over a million dollars) that he couldn’t sell for reasons I don’t recall,
and he felt that he never received enough credit, so his decision to start his own company made
sense.I was surprised to learn that Neil had started to lay the groundwork a year earlier, in the
fall of 1972, when he hired Jeff Franklin of ATI (a major booking agency) to secure funding and
distribution for this new label. Jeff was Neil’s close friend, and he acted as his business manager
when needed. Their friendship dated back to 1968, when Jeff had brought an artist named Jack
Wild to Neil’s attention. He negotiated the hell out of the deal and got Wild signed to Buddah
with a very favorable contract. Neil had been thoroughly outclassed by Jeff, and he did not soon
forget it. Once his embarrassment had subsided, he took the if-you-can’t-beat-them-join-them
approach and convinced Jeff to represent him. Jeff took the offer and did a lap of the industry,
pitching Neil’s plan to anyone who would take a meeting. Many companies passed on the
opportunity—including Warner, which turned Franklin down on three separate occasions—but
he was finally able to set up a meeting with Warner’s three top men: cochairmen Mo Ostin and



Joe Smith, as well as vice president Ed West. After his initial failures, Franklin had changed his
pitch, realizing (correctly) that if he could get the three Warner execs in a room with Neil, then he
was halfway home. Once he adopted the ploy of selling them Neil instead of his company, things
started to happen. Within seventy-two hours, a seven-figure deal was in place wherein Warner
would provide financial backing and distribution for the new company. Before the ink was even
dry, Franklin was brokering a deal for Neil to buy out the last three years of his contract with
Buddah.Neil already had a logo and artwork, designed by renowned artist David Byrd, for his
new label, which he called Casablanca Records. Not only did Casablanca have the cachet of
being arguably the best film ever made, but Neil also liked the surname connection he had with
the film’s star, Humphrey Bogart. Plus, the film was owned by Warner Brothers, which would
serve as the new parent company, and this eliminated any risk of legal action against us for the
choice of name.We had ourselves a new label. Now we needed a big signing. On Friday, August
17, one of the Flip Side producers, Bill Aucoin, called in a favor and asked Neil to listen to a
demo tape from a band he was managing, a four-man glitter-rock outfit from New York called
KISS. Neil passed the five-song tape to Stories coproducer Kenny Kerner and asked for his
opinion. Kenny agreed to check out the tape over the weekend and get back to Neil on Monday.
The demo not only sounded great, but it was also produced by the legendary Eddie Kramer (Led
Zeppelin, Jimi Hendrix), which surely made KISS seem even more of a desirable commodity.
When Kenny reported back on Monday, his enthusiasm about this upstart band aroused Neil’s
interest, and a showcase was hastily arranged.A few days later, on a warm weekday evening,
Neil asked me to accompany him to a small studio at the Henry LeTang School of Dance on
54th Street in Manhattan. Neil had been warned that the performance we were about to see was
on the outer fringes of the absurd. He told me to have an open mind, but he also insisted that I
be very critical, because this group could play an important role in the survival of our new record
company.On the way to the performance, we stopped for a quick dinner at Tad’s Steak House, a
serve-yourself, tough-steak-for-about-a-buck type of joint. Neil loved food, but he would inhale
his meals, not wanting to waste time eating when there were more important things to do. Dining
with him was usually a race to finish before he left the restaurant.We were running late, so we
jogged the few blocks from Tad’s to the dance studio. Arriving quite out of breath, we were
surprised to see only a few people in the room—a dozen, at most—among them record
producers Kenny Kerner and Richie Wise; KISS’s managers, Bill Aucoin and Joyce Biawitz; the
KISS drummer’s wife, Lydia; KISS’s soundman, Eddie Solan; and Sean Delaney, an associate of
Bill’s who was helping develop the band’s material and stage show.The room was fairly small,
maybe twenty feet wide by thirty feet deep; several rows of battered folding chairs were set up in
front of the stage. The space was typically used for the kind of dance rehearsals and recitals
attended by the moms and pops of the performers—kids decked out in tutus and toe shoes who
would stumble through something vaguely resembling ballet or tap. The stage was elevated
about a foot above the worn hardwood floor. Behind a small set of drums were at least six stacks
of amplifiers and speaker cabinets, and huge PA fills flanked the stage. Had it been a twenty-five-



hundred-seat theater, this would have been a modest equipment arsenal. In that small room, it
was ridiculous.I quickly took a seat near the back of the room. Four seven-foot monsters in eight-
inch platform boots took the stage. The makeup they wore that night was close to what would
become the trademark KISS visage: whiteface, with a different design around the eyes for each
band member. Paul Stanley’s black star was in place, as were Ace Frehley’s silver explosions,
and Gene Simmons and Peter Criss had their respective batwings and cat whiskers under
development. But the makeup looked cheap. The whiteface was more like powder than
greasepaint. It was pale and transparent rather than stark; it lacked a bright-whiteness that would
have provided a contrast to the blacks and silvers, and it ran off their cheeks as they began to
sweat. There were no costumes to speak of, either. Gene, who was by far the most comfortable
in his alter ego, wore a tight black skull-and-crossbones T-shirt. Paul had on a heavy leather
jacket with suede or velvet pants and bright-red platform shoes; Ace wore head-to-toe black with
white platform shoes, while Peter had donned a black tank top and red leather pants. I don’t
recall the exact set list, but the band stormed through five or six songs, including “Deuce,”
“Strutter,” “Nothin’ to Lose,” and an unrecorded song, “Life in the Woods.” They had been
performing in New York–area dives for several months, and, for them, it had all come down to
impressing Neil and me.
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Frank R. Schoonover, “A Definitive Well Written Account Of One Of The Music Industries
Powerhouse Record Labels.. And Party Every Day: The Inside Story of Casablanca Records,
released in 2009, is a definitive account of this particular music industry powerhouse record
label of the 1970's. It was written by the then senior vice president Larry Harris. The title is taken
from the chorus of the KISS rock anthem "Rock and Roll All Nite".This book traces the history of
the label from its inception as a Warner Bros (WB). subsidiary label started by Neil Bogart.
Before the label started signing acts, the label released a few one off records by artists such as
Bill (now Barb) Amesbury and Peter Noone, but soon, signed other acts, such as KISS (the
label's first signing) The Hudson Brothers, Donna Summer, Parliament, Buddy Miles, Greg
Perry, Hugh Masekela and the Village People, to it becoming fully independent after Neil Bogart
broke free from WB, mainly because WB refused to promote KISS, even though they would
become their top selling act during it's 1970's heyday, with Donna Summer, Parliament, Angel,
Fanny (an all girl rock band that featured Suzi Quatro's sister Patti), Larry Santos (a much
underrated blue eyed jazz and soul singer-songwriter who was actually a very good and talented
artist in his own right) and Village People rounding out their top sellers. They also later signed
established acts such as Mac Davis, Dr. Hook, Tony Orlando and the Captain and Tennille.
Casablanca would also have three subsidiary labels, such as Chocolate City (which later
became Atlanta Artists after the 1980 Polygram buyout) and the short lived Oasis (which was the
label that Donna Summer's records were released on initially) and Parachute (later used as a
short lived children's music subsidiary through Polygram). The book also shows how tough it
was to run a record label and also, the label became a haven for wild parties loaded with drugs
and alcohol. Casablanca went to the extremes in promoting all of its acts during its 1970's
heyday and also engaged in risks that the other record labels were afraid to do, such as try to
pay people at music trades such as Billboard to up the anty on their records on the charts to
make it look like that their records were selling mighty huge and also, it also shows the mistakes
of the label, such as the ill fated release of "Here's Johnny: Magical Moments from the Tonight
Show" and the KISS solo album debacle of 1978, alongside the passing of signing Canadian
rock band Rush (who were later signed by future Polygram imprint Mercury Records for US
distribution and becoming one of the dominant rock bands of the 1970's 1980's and 1990's) and
the passing of signing Dire Straits and Peter Gabriel, alongside with the decline of disco (where
the label had most of the monopoly on as they had more disco acts on it than most of the other
labels did, with KISS and Angel being the sole rock and roll acts on the label) as Casablanca
was feeling the fallout on, which led to Polygram buying out the label and dismissing Neil Bogart
as label CEO and also, the termination of Harris and most of the staff who had been with the
label since its inception. The book also has a nearly complete discography of the label's album
releases (with only Animotion's Strange Behavior missing as that was the label's final album
release in 1986) that has nearly all of the label's releases from its inception and after the



Polygram buyout in 1980. It also has where are they now pages on those who recorded and
worked for the label during it's heyday in the 1970's. This book covers its entire history and
nothing is left out.Larry Harris, who was senior vice president, was also Neil Bogart's cousin and
as a result of his smarts and business know how, was hired by Bogart to be senior vice
president. He and Neil worked hard to get their artists' records out and tried almost anything to
get the records out to the stores and also, hype them to the extremes to get the records sold.
Harris writes with style and flair as he shares his entire career with the label from its inception
until its end after the Polygram buyout. Harris writes well in his book about his entire career and
leaves nothing out. The book also features pictures of him, Neil and many other employees and
many industry insiders on how they worked to promote the label and its established acts. The
book is a definitive account of this 1970's powerhouse label and how hard it worked to make
sure that the records got out to the shops, then promoting its acts and also, hyping to make sure
that music buyers bought the records it released onto the public so the public could buy
them.Neil Bogart died in 1982 at the age of 39 of cancer. KISS paid tribute to him by dedicating
their Creatures of the Night album to his memory as a way of thanking him for giving them a
chance and believing in them, even though nobody else in the big time music industry didn't.
The author would die 35 years later in 2017. May they both forever RIP.Overall, And Party Every
Day; The Inside Story of Casablanca Records is a great well written book and a definitive
account of the label's history and the day to day business of the label from its inception until its
end. No fan of any of its musical acts or music lovers should be without this book in their
respective libraries of music and label biographies. I highly recommend this book as great
reading and also, very informative and right on.”

JustMike, “Well told story about a label that came andwent too fast. I was hooked on this book
from the first chapter. I remember Casablanca record label as a child and had many of the
albums by Kiss and Donna Summer. There was something very distinctive about a Casablanca
record, aside from the elaborate logo and the signature album cover art. I can't think of a label
that had such instantaneous and simultaneous success that crashed and burned just as quickly.
Either way, they had some of the best acts of the time..The Casablanca story is ably told by
Larry Harris, Neil Bogart's cousin who had a front row seat to much of the action and figured in
the management of the company and some of their biggest acts, i.e. KISS. It's a shame that we
don't have those artists or that kind of label around today. The book doesn't give us a really
upclose examinations of thee inner workings of the record business, but it would not be the
same today. It is remarkable how such a small operation became such a mega label with huge
sales but was always on thebrink of financial collapse. It's a roller coaster of a ride to read this
book and the end is sad to an extent, probabky because much of thebook mirrors my teenage
years and I could pinpoint mioments in my life to pivotal moments in thebook.”

Charles - Music Lover, “Page turner about the celebrated 1970s record company. Full disclosure:



I think Neil Bogart was a genius. He was one of the key players that defined the late 1970s
cultural landscape. He was like the Wizard of Oz who created a world out of smoke and mirrors.
And when the party ended, he started over. If he was not felled by cancer in 1982 (at age 39), he
would have continued to define the times. I would have loved to read his autobiography. And
what remained? The body of musical works released on Casablanca Records still rocks.So,
given my fascination with the man, the music, and the company, I was predisposed to love this
book. And it is engaging reading. Larry Harris was a distant relation to Bogart and he joined the
company at its inception and stayed through mid-1979, when the wheels started to come off the
cart. What a ride it was, though. This was the label that broke out and made stars of Kiss,
Donna Summer, Giorgio Moroder, and the Village People. For the acts that did not reach
superstar status on the label (D. C. Larue, Pattie Brooks, Rare Gems Odyssey, Love and Kisses),
they created music that stands up to this day. And the company revived the recording careers of
Cher and the Captain and Tennille. "Do That To Me One More Time" was number one on the
charts the day Neil Bogart left the label.The straws that broke the camel's back (no pun
intended) were Polygram buying a controlling interest in the company and the commercial
failures of the Kiss solo albums that led people to peer behind the smoke and mirrors. For a
company with such a commanding presence on the charts, Harris claims it was never profitable.
Myths are hard to sustain over time, especially in a dollars and cents world, and the party
couldn't last forever.  But what a party it was.”

Vasileios Yfantis, “Four Stars. All you need to know about the Disco music industry and the Kiss
band behind the scenes of music.”

Shane Neal, “Larry's book was amazing! I thought this was a very good description .... Larry's
book was amazing! I thought this was a very good description of what "Life" at Casablanca was
like in the 70's. I enjoyed hearing about everything that went on to make this record label the
success it was, especially in the disco era. It recounts a lot of great inside stories and being a
KISS fan it help understand what transpired during there best years. A great read. Read the book
in 2 weeks which normally i would have taken 2 months.”

ElDiablo, “Five Stars. Wiw.”

Tim, “2 Thumbs Up!. Excellent read! Lots of behind the scenes stories. Pretty cool to get an
insiders look on the 70s recording industry!”

The book by Alan Cohen has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 106 people have provided feedback.

1 The Beginning Of A Beautiful Friendship 2 Woodstock (No, Really, I Was There) 3 A
Converted Buddahist 4 Leaving The Nest 5 Our First Kiss And A Ride On The Mothership 6
Kiss∼off, America! 7 Steppin’ Out And Comin’ Home 8 Here’s Johnny! 9 The Germans Are



Coming! 10 Alive To Love You, Baby 11 The New Casbah 12 Breakthrough 13 The Mothership
Arrives 14 The Skyrocket Takes Flight 15 The New Bubblegum 16 La~la Land 17 Writing The
Billboord Charts 18 Cracks In The Casbah 19 Last Dance 20 Now And For The Rest Of Your Life
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